
Tunisian Student & Young Professional congress 2017 
 

The Tunisian Students and Young Professionals Congress (TSYP) is the IEEE Tunisia section’s 

Annual Meeting where more than 500 engineering students from several Tunisian public and 

private universities, as well as young professionals, gather together to learn further details about 

the IEEE technical, professional, and education benefits; and to discuss the future 

engineering challenges worldwide and in Tunisia. 

The purpose of this event is to help undergraduate, graduate students, and young professionals 

gain further insight, enabling exchange of knowledge and skills. 

The program included technical, professional, educational, and social activities. Sessions   

presented by highly qualified national and international speakers. 

The IEEE TSYP is also the unique event which bring several IEEE student branches to interact, 

to collaborate, and to increase effective networking. 

The program also include a competition between IEEE student branches in Tunisia in order to 

select the student branch which will organize the next IEEE Tunisian Students and Young 

Professionals congress. 

 

ABOUT 

The Tunisian Students and Young Professionals Congress (TSYP) is the IEEE Tunisia 

section’s Annual Meeting where more than 500 engineering students from several Tunisian 

public and private universities, as well as young professionals, gather together to learn further 

details about the IEEE technical, professional, and education benefits; and to discuss the 

future engineering challenges worldwide and in Tunisia. 

 

The purpose of this event is to help undergraduate, graduate students, and young professionals 

gain further insight, enabling exchange of knowledge and skills. 

 



The program will includes technical, professional, educational, and social activities. Sessions 

will be presented by highly qualified national and international speakers. 

 

The IEEE TSYP is also the unique event which bring several IEEE student branches to 

interact, to collaborate, and to increase effective networking. 

 

The program also include a competition between IEEE student branches in Tunisia in order to 

select the student branch which will organize the next IEEE Tunisian Students and Young 

Professionals congress. 

The 5th IEEE TSYP congress is organized on 17-19 December 2017 in EL Mouradi Club 

Kantaoui by the ENIS student branch under the patronage of the Tunisia section. The congress 

is co-organized by the YP and WIE Tunisian affinity groups, the Industry applications, 

Computer, Communications, and Education societies Tunisian chapters. 

WIE Tunisian affinity group session:  

WIE Tunisia Video Contest: "Smart Project for STAR Program:  

The contest took place in a WIE special session during the TSYP 2017 in El Mouradi Club hotel, Sousse. 

The program of the session is as follows: 

Ø WIE Tunisia Presentation by Boudour Ammar (Vice chair WIE TN AG) 

 

           



     

 

 

 Video presentation and the answers / questions    

Ø Talk of Dr Nejia ben Hellal: Leadership and entrepreneurship workshop 

       

 

 



Next day 12/19/2018 

Ø The WIE Tunisia ILC Announcement &Presentation  

 

 

 

 

Ø Announcement of the 3 winners of the Video Contest  

- The First winner ENIS SAG  

 

 

 

 

 



- The second winner ENIM SAG  

 

 

- The third winner ULT SAG  

 

WIE Tunisia Section create a YouTube Channel:  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_3UXV0p8BJEdBC6BIc6qNQ  

 



This is the list of the video contest participating in the contest:  

ENIS SAG (1st winner): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BluPH8sX4eA  

ENIM SAG (2nd winner): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMdytHQKc2g  

ULT SAG (3rd winner): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOcCMHM1zfE  

ENIT SAG:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLateoQky3A&t=1s  

ENET’COM SAG: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwhceerxCkE  

ENIG SAG: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xExA090hrg  

INSAT SAG: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t46wuaKAZ7M  

ISSATso SAG: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8bw4iI9x9E   

  


